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1. Demographic overview 
 
 
42.5% of responses to an online questionnaire on strategic directions for the Library, 
publicised to the entire University, were from postgraduates or staff.   Returns were received 
from every Department.  Filtered analysis of the 1937 responses reveals a strong, and 
perhaps surprising, degree of consistency of opinion across all levels and disciplines. 
 
The extent to which respondents replied to optional open-ended questions inviting comment 
indicates some depth of feeling about the Library service and its importance, both for 
individuals and for achievement of the University’s vision.   This report includes a small 
sample of typical comments, particularly from academic staff.   
 
 

Currently a member of staff / a student at Durham University  

Yes:  95.5%  1850 

Staff:  18.6%  344 

Research Postgraduate:  12.5%  231 

Taught Postgraduate:  11.4%  210 

Undergraduate:  54.8%  1013 

 
 

Member of 

Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities:  40.1%  741 

Faculty of Science:  29.4%  544 

Faculty of Social Science 
and Health:  23.9%  443 

a support Department:  6.6%  122 

 



2. Dependence on the Library 
 
Most respondents are frequent Library users, with over 80% of respondents in all faculties 
using online or physical Library resources, services or facilities at least weekly.  Members of 
the Science Faculty use the Library only slightly less than people from the humanities and 
social sciences. 
 
 
 

How frequently do you use physical or online Library resources, services or facilities? 

daily:  47.3%  917 

weekly:  41.1%  797 

monthly:  7.0%  136 

rarely:  3.6%  69 

never:  0.9%  18 
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There is little distinction between patterns of use by undergraduates and by researchers, 
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nor in the extent of their dependence on the Library. 
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How much do you depend on the Library to support your work or study? 

not at all:  2.3%  45 

a little:  6.2%  120 

somewhat:  13.9%  269 

a lot:  47.2%  914 

totally:  30.4%  589 

 
 
Whilst members of the Faculty of Science feel less dependent on the Library than others do, 
at least 60% of respondents from all faculties rely on the Library a great deal. 
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Although I'm now staff, I have studied as both an Undergraduate and Postgraduate and, 
particularly during the latter time, the library facilities were absolutely vital to me, and often 
fell far short of expectations. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
I have other academic libraries available to me, some of which are even better than 
Durham's for my discipline, but it is of immense importance to me that my own university has 
a good collection that is to hand; otherwise I would be constantly travelling to London or 
using expensive and time-consuming inter-library loans. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
I make use of other libraries and archives abroad for the bulk of my research. (Staff, Faculty of 
Arts and Humanities) 
 
While my major research resources are in London or abroad, the library is a key resource. It 
absolutely must retain its printed holdings, and add to them, and it must fund new online 
resources, so that we can compete with research rivals (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
I also depend on it to attract PhD and MA students (Staff, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health)  
 



3. Importance of information resources 
 
Printed books and e-journals are of almost equal importance to survey respondents. 
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How important are the following information resources to you currently?  
(1 = not important, 5 = very important) 

online journals 

1:  7.3%  141 

2:  5.7%  111 

3:  7.6%  147 

4:  11.6%  225 

5:  67.8%  1313 

printed journals 

1:  12.1%  234 

2:  19.5%  378 

3:  24.8%  481 

4:  23.3%  452 

5:  20.2%  392 



e-books 

1:  20.7%  401 

2:  22.6%  438 

3:  23.9%  462 

4:  16.7%  324 

5:  16.1%  312 

printed books 

1:  3.4%  65 

2:  2.7%  52 

3:  7.7%  149 

4:  19.3%  373 

5:  67.0%  1298 

other online information resources 

1:  5.7%  110 

2:  9.1%  177 

3:  24.0%  464 

4:  30.8%  597 

5:  30.4%  589 

other physical information resources 

1:  11.7%  227 

2:  18.1%  350 

3:  31.3%  607 

4:  25.5%  493 

5:  13.4%  260 

 
 

Of these, which is most important to you? (select one only) 

online journals:  40.8%  790 

printed journals:  2.8%  55 

e-books:  1.6%  31 

printed books:  50.2%  973 

other online information 
resources:  3.8%  74 

other physical information 
resources:  0.7%  14 

 
 
Numbers of respondents emphasised the significance of both print and online resources: 
 



it is like asking which limb does one find most important. In scholarship one can not asses 
the importance of a resource on the basis of their medium.   (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Online journals vital to research.  Printed books are the gold standard for scholarship and 
learning.  Loose these and we are done for! (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
I use printed and e-journals a huge amount too, not to forget online databases of several 
kinds. As an historical researcher, I do not see this constellation changing.  (Staff, Faculty of Arts 
and Humanities) 
 
I have picked printed books because I use more of them than of other things, but ebooks are 
also hugely important to me, saving visits to archives and so on.  While physical books 
remain important, electronic resources are growing in importance for me. (Research 
postgraduate, Faculty of Arts and Humanities)  
 
It is vital for Arts and Humanities that the Library is able to retain the integrity of its printed 
book collections, and indeed all journals not available online. Equally, it is important that the 
Library is able to obtain online primary sources which supplement its archives and special 
collections. Durham is in the rare position of having historically valuable library and archive 
collections; if these can be supported by appropriate online resources it has a chance, in Arts 
and Humanities, of approaching the VC's ambitions for the University's international profile.  
(Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
 
 
It is to be expected that members of the Faculty of Arts and Humanities assign greater 
importance to printed books than people from other disciplines do.  Online journals are no 
less important for them than for members of the Faculty of Science, and are of even greater 
significance for social scientists. 
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Many advantages of online resources were highlighted: 
 
Modern science revolves around QUICK data access.  Online journal access is VERY 
important to me. (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
Quick access to a broad range of online journals is critical to my research. (Staff, Faculty of 
Science) 
 
Online Databases like EEBO, as well as the new State papers Online that we don't have are 
vital to my research, enable me to do research during term-time in between teaching, reduce 
the need for research trips, encourage applications from postgraduates and enable Durham 
to compete with other institutions (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Online journals massively increase work efficiency by allowing immediate access to 
information and streamlining article reading.  In general I almost exclusively read journals in 
my subject; the need for books is rare at this level (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
As a disabled student with mobility problems it is much easier for me to work from home.  To 
have access to online journals is therefore of tremendous importance.  (Research postgraduate, 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities)  
 
As a part time student who lives away the on-line resources are most valuable to me and will 
continue to be as I cannot get to Durham on a regular basis (Research postgraduate, Faculty of Arts 
and Humanities)  
 
Being able to access information on-line is extremely important as it helps me formulate the 
direction my studies can take (given the available books/journals etc) and make the best use 
of my time in the library itself.  (Research postgraduate, Faculty of Arts and Humanities)  
 
 



Disadvantages of online formats were also identified, particularly by research students in the 
humanities: 
 
It is impossible for me to work with online resources only – while they may offer a good initial 
orientation, reading in depth requires the book as a physical object!  Whenever I have to 
work with online journals, I have to print the articles I’m working with at my own cost, and of 
course this is near impossible with e-books! (Research postgraduate, Faculty of Arts and Humanities)  
 
Journals and books are pivotal – where journals exist online this is handy for searching but 
they still have to be printed if one is to read them.  (Research postgraduate, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities)  
 
Like most people, I find it harder to read ‘on-line’ / from the screen than from printed books  
(Research postgraduate, Faculty of Arts and Humanities)  
 
4. Importance of Library services and facilities 
 
How important are the following Library services and facilities to you?  
1= not important, 5 = very important 

Library catalogue 

1:  4.1%  80 

2:  2.8%  55 

3:  5.3%  102 

4:  15.8%  307 

5:  71.9%  1393 

quiet study space 

1:  11.6%  224 

2:  10.4%  202 

3:  17.3%  335 

4:  23.7%  459 

5:  37.0%  717 

group study space 

1:  30.9%  599 

2:  20.3%  394 

3:  20.5%  398 

4:  17.6%  341 

5:  10.6%  205 

PC provision 

1:  14.9%  289 

2:  11.0%  213 

3:  19.6%  379 

4:  24.7%  478 

5:  29.8%  578 

wireless access 

1:  18.0%  349 

2:  15.4%  298 



3:  19.3%  373 

4:  21.8%  423 

5:  25.5%  494 

evening and weekend opening during term 

1:  6.6%  127 

2:  4.3%  84 

3:  8.8%  171 

4:  18.7%  363 

5:  61.5%  1192 

evening and weekend opening during vacations 

1:  13.8%  267 

2:  15.0%  291 

3:  20.0%  388 

4:  22.5%  435 

5:  28.7%  556 

web-based information about the Library 

1:  4.0%  77 

2:  9.3%  180 

3:  22.8%  441 

4:  33.6%  650 

5:  30.4%  589 

printed guides 

1:  21.5%  417 

2:  30.9%  598 

3:  28.4%  550 

4:  14.5%  281 

5:  4.7%  91 

photocopiers 

1:  10.8%  209 

2:  15.0%  290 

3:  22.6%  437 

4:  28.3%  548 

5:  23.4%  453 

Library staff help 

1:  4.1%  79 

2:  9.3%  180 

3:  24.5%  474 

4:  33.4%  647 

5:  28.8%  557 

 



5. Current support of University aims 
 
The University's vision is to be internationally recognised as a world class research university.  How much 
does the Library currently support the following University aims? 
1 = not at all, 5 = a great deal 

to produce research of international excellence in all subjects 

1:  2.5%  48 

2:  7.5%  146 

3:  22.5%  435 

4:  27.3%  528 

5:  9.2%  179 

don't know:  31.0%  601 

to offer excellence in learning and teaching  

1:  1.6%  31 

2:  6.8%  132 

3:  24.3%  471 

4:  38.2%  739 

5:  12.9%  249 

don't know:  16.3%  315 

to enhance and promote its reputation internationally 

1:  4.9%  94 

2:  14.0%  272 

3:  23.7%  459 

4:  16.0%  310 

5:  5.6%  108 

don't know:  35.8%  694 

to contribute to the economic, social, cultural and educational life of the region 

1:  4.9%  95 

2:  14.1%  273 

3:  20.5%  398 

4:  16.7%  324 

5:  5.9%  114 

don't know:  37.8%  733 

 
 
Respondents were invited to comment on what the Library needs to prioritise now to support 
any of these aims.   
 
The answers to these apparently conflicting aims are all identical: The Library must do more 
of the same on all fronts; it is alas that simple (and difficult), so resources must be made 
available. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Very many observations made a connection between the quality of the collections, 
recruitment at all levels, and international reputation: 
 



Ensuring there are sufficient quantities of the most used materials in the library, as an 
international reputation would be hampered by difficulty to access books for example.  (1st year 
undergraduate) 
 
If the Library is to truly contribute to producing internationally acclaimed research, it needs to 
have the books!  Some quite famous titles cannot be found. (1st year undergraduate) 
 
To help attract world class researchers, further online access to high impact journals is 
essential (e.g. “Cell”).  This is not only convenient, but also allows access to data from the 
moment it is published (or previewed online) (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
When selecting a university, someone once told me that the most important thing was the 
library.  More books means more knowledge, which in turn leads to graduate who have a 
greater understanding of their chosen subject.  In this regard bigger is better, and the more 
books that are provided the better. (1st year undergraduate) 
 
My area of research is musicology. Frankly, the range of stock at the moment is very poor. 
There are enormous gaps on the shelves that need to be filled, and at present the provision 
is so inadequate that, in my view, it is a serious deterrent to attracting international 
postgraduate students. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Our postgraduates have made very clear what we in our Department (Theology and 
Religion) also think, namely that library provision is embarrassingly poor compared with 
competitor institutions esp in N America. Indeed a number of our PGs continue paying dues 
to former institutions solely for the purpose of keeping access to books (Staff, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities) 
 
We need more room for books. The current culling policy is detrimental for the development 
of a research library of national significance and international standing. The limited library 
resources make postgraduate recruitment more difficult.  (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Durham is located far from good libraries (London and Oxford). Library collection is currently 
based on what people have been teaching or researched in the past. If Durham wants to 
become the "Princeton of Europe" will need to have an exceptionally good library that 
attracts scholars who come here, because here they can find all they need. So should have a 
very, very good library in all disciplines and invest more money in the library collections (i.e. 
more journals, a larger number of books), at least like it happens in Oxford.  (Staff, Faculty of 
Social Sciences and Health) 
 
Access to all the major research journals.  It is ridiculous we do not have access to the full 
“Nature” family of journals for instance or Cell.  These are at the top of the tree in life 
sciences.  How can we perform world-class research without access to these? (Staff, Faculty of 
Science) 
 
The library is clearly deficient in its printed book holdings for Biblical Studies. It is definitely 
an impediment to research and to attracting top graduate students here.  (Staff, Faculty of Arts 
and Humanities) 
 
Maintain a good selection of reference books.  Compared to a leading research university, 
the library’s catalogue is bare bones.  It is not sufficient to bandy about the fact that we would 
like to be recognised as a world class research university, when certain third world countries 
have better library facilities (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
Acquisition of as much printed material as possible. In order to compete in Humanities 
research, we also need to invest in digital resources such as Patrologia Latina.  (Staff, Faculty 
of Arts and Humanities) 
 
 
 
 



5. Future support of University aims 
 
Will Library support be needed to help the University achieve its vision and aims in the future?  
1 = not at all, 5 = a great deal 

to produce research of international excellence in all subjects 

1:  1.2%  24 

2:  1.4%  27 

3:  6.7%  129 

4:  24.8%  480 

5:  52.1%  1010 

don't know:  13.8%  267 

to offer excellence in learning and teaching  

1:  1.1%  21 

2:  1.2%  24 

3:  8.0%  154 

4:  27.7%  536 

5:  51.0%  987 

don't know:  11.1%  215 

to enhance and promote its reputation internationally 

1:  1.4%  27 

2:  5.4%  105 

3:  14.8%  287 

4:  27.6%  535 

5:  32.9%  637 

don't know:  17.9%  346 

to contribute to the economic, social, cultural and educational life of the region 

1:  2.8%  54 

2:  7.4%  144 

3:  17.2%  333 

4:  25.5%  493 

5:  23.1%  447 

don't know:  24.1%  466 

 
 
Opinion on the extent of the Library’s current contribution to the University’s vision to be 
internationally recognised as a world class research university is evenly spread across the 
faculties.  That support from the Library will be important in future achievement of institutional 
aims is generally recognised, particularly for excellence in research and in learning and 
teaching, but is less strongly felt in the Faculty of Science than by members of the other two 
faculties.  
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Respondents were invited to comment on how the Library should be developing to support 
these aims better in the future.  Suggestions were wide-ranging, encompassing digitisation, 
subject specialist staff, opening hours, development of overseas links, speed of acquisitions.  
But comment on the relationship between the size of the Library and international reputation 
predominated:   
 
The library will need to expand physically in order to meet these targets.  If international 
excellence is the aim, then the continued investment in books is vital.  (1st year undergraduate) 
 
Expand in size (to be recognised  internationally size does matter and the quality of the 
building i.e. good architecture) (Research postgraduate, Faculty of Sciences) 
  
Above all it needs much more space in which to house a much larger collection of books that 
are readily accessible on the shelves. In short it needs a huge extension big enough for the 
collection to expand into for the next five decades at least.  (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Increased budget to bring holdings up to truly international standard (Staff, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities) 
 
Retain enthusiastic and dedicated staff – library is not just a service it should be the heart of 
the University (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
More space, a state of the art facility, to rival the eg Sackler Library in Oxford, the Robarts 
Library in Toronto. And if we are to be the Princeton of the North, how about a library to 
match. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Much more financial input is needed to achieve the aims mentioned (Staff, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities) 
 
Quite simply, the provision of funding to the library needs to be increased and senior 
university management need to give serious thought to developing it as a resource 
commensurate with Durham's ambitions to become a university of high international 
standing. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
A University’s future depends on high profile research and success in teaching.  The library 
has three roles in this: (i) to ensure rapid and complete access to the latest research for all 
the University’s researchers; (ii) to provide appropriate materials for teaching staff to prepare 
interesting, informative and cutting-edge courses; and (iii) to provide students with the 
learning resources they need to get the most out of their time in Durham.  In each case, I 
would argue that the priorities must be complete access to a broad range of academic 
journals, such that researchers minimise time spent looking for relevant materials (and 
maximise time spent writing and thinking) , and access (for students and teachers alike) to 
the latest journals and textbooks in every field.  (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
6. Future Priorities 
 
1= strongly disagree, 5 = strongly agree 

The Library should support research by building strength in selected subject areas 

1:  5.5%  107 

2:  9.2%  179 

3:  17.3%  336 

4:  33.9%  656 

5:  27.7%  536 

don't know:  6.4%  123 



The Library should provide study facilities specifically for researchers (if so please indicate what sort of 
facilities) 

1:  4.7%  91 

2:  15.1%  292 

3:  27.6%  535 

4:  15.8%  306 

5:  12.8%  248 

don't know:  24.0%  465 

In my discipline, printed information will continue to be important indefinitely 

1:  3.4%  66 

2:  8.4%  163 

3:  11.2%  216 

4:  22.0%  426 

5:  51.2%  992 

don't know:  3.8%  74 

As much as possible of the Library's printed collections should be on open shelves 

1:  2.4%  46 

2:  5.3%  103 

3:  13.3%  257 

4:  27.3%  528 

5:  48.7%  944 

don't know:  3.0%  59 

Closed storage with on-demand retrieval services is acceptable for little-used material 

1:  4.0%  78 

2:  9.2%  179 

3:  22.6%  437 

4:  36.3%  703 

5:  23.2%  450 

don't know:  4.6%  90 

A self-service Library is acceptable to me 

1:  8.2%  159 

2:  12.7%  246 

3:  19.3%  373 

4:  29.7%  576 

5:  29.0%  561 

don't know:  1.1%  22 



I value Library staff help with finding information to support my academic work 

1:  3.9%  75 

2:  9.6%  186 

3:  20.8%  402 

4:  29.3%  568 

5:  33.1%  641 

don't know:  3.4%  65 

The Library has a role in looking after digital content created in Durham University  

1:  1.6%  31 

2:  2.7%  53 

3:  12.6%  245 

4:  32.8%  635 

5:  34.1%  660 

don't know:  16.2%  313 

 
 
Views on the enduring importance of print vary across disciplines, but even in the Faculty of 
Science, only 21% of respondents do not expect print to continue to be important indefinitely.  
 

Printed information will continue to be important indefinitely in my discipline
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The value of printed collections on open shelves was emphasised, both for speed of access 
and because browsing has validity in research: 
 
Most times when I want to look at a book or journal there is an element of time pressure 
which means I would not want to wait for it to come from the stacks (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
... not only for speed of access, but because browsing shelves is a valuable method of 
bibliographical research in its own right! (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
Being able to browse along shelves is crucial for research innovation. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities) 
 
 
Whilst in favour of quiet space in the library, research postgraduates in the Faculties of 
Science and Social Sciences voice a preference for space in their Departments: 
 
Certainly not if instead of departmental facilities 
 
Study facilities should be provided by the dept.  That way, there can be interaction between 
supervisee and supervisor. 
 
I think these would be better within departments as this is where the majority of research 
work is concentrated. 
 
 
Assistance from library staff is valued even more by advanced users than by 
undergraduates. 
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7. Disposal of stock 
 
It is not possible for most libraries to retain all the physical items they hold whilst continuing to add newly 
acquired material to the collections. In your view, what is it acceptable for Durham University Library to 
dispose of? 

duplicate copies of books 
not borrowed for many 

years:
 n/a  1456 

superseded editions:  n/a  852 

back runs of printed 
journals where the Library 

has a secure electronic 
copy:

 n/a  1267 

back runs of printed 
journals if copies of articles 

can be supplied from 
elsewhere:

 n/a  280 

current journal parts where 
the Library has an 

electronic subscription:
 n/a  716 

books which have not 
been borrowed for many 

years:
 n/a  252 

outdated material in my 
discipline:  n/a  547 

material for subjects not 
currently taught or 
researched in the 

University:

 n/a  451 

low use books which can 
be obtained on loan from 

other UK libraries:
 n/a  176 

nothing in my discipline:  n/a  147 

nothing at all:  n/a  110 

Other (please specify):  n/a  102 

 
 
In all faculties, duplicate copies of books not borrowed for many years, superseded editions, 
and back runs of printed journals where the Library has a secure electronic copy are the 
categories of material most likely to be considered acceptable for disposal.  In the Faculty of 
Science more respondents would accept disposal of outdated material in their discipline than 
of current journal parts where the Library has an electronic subscription. 
 
Relatively few respondents thought that nothing should be disposed of, but very many are 
concerned by this question and offered arguments against disposal:  
 
er... if you are an international/ world class library - do you dispose of material? The world / 
international class ones I use (regularly) don't - that is why they are worlds / international 
class!! (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
It is in the very nature of my discipline (history) to weigh different opinions and intellectual 
traditions. This requires a large number of books to be retained, including old ones. (Staff, 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 



This is an area where alas extreme caution is called for, since the cognitive interests of the 
future cannot reliably be guessed today (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
when holdings are so relatively small, can it make sense to dispose of things? (Staff, Faculty of 
Arts and Humanities) 
 
The material that the library has held for longest is some of the most valuable material that it 
holds. If there had been disposal of little used and "out of date" material 80 years ago, much 
of the valuable 19th century holdings would not be available today. If, in 80 years time, 
Durham is to be a leading University and a place where knowledge is curated as well as 
generated, it needs to retain a very large proportion of material in the library. (Staff, Faculty of 
Social Sciences and Health) 
 
Books which have not been used for many years will often open up new avenues for 
research. For example, nineteenth century diaries of the court of Napoleon III may have been 
very unfashionable in the 1930s-1960s; but now they can be an invaluable resource for 
dissertation students. As the discipline evolves, different sorts of older material become 
important and it is absolutely vital that this is recognized. All sorts of possibilities come up as 
the discipline evolves, for using old material.   
In history, as with many arts subjects, the category 'OUTDATED' is simply IRRELEVANT and 
I strongly object to its being included on this survey. Even a scientific work that has been 
superseded will remain important for historians of science and historians of ideas. (Staff, 
Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
If superseded editions of books are disposed of then the impact of this should be considered 
on students who may use older editions when there are not enough newer editions to 
support their learning  (Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
For Arts and Humanities subjects, there is no such concept as 'outdated' material nor 
superseded editions; past publication is integral to current and future scholarship. Durham 
Arts and Humanities research works at a high level because it has a very large stock of 
printed material readily at hand, making resort to inter-library loan intermittent instead of 
incessant. Disposal of material for subjects not currently taught might work in Sciences, but it 
is undesirable and risky given (a) changes in scholarly interest, and (b) changing patterns in 
teaching priorities and student interest. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
This must change depending on discipline. Old text editions are historical documents; 
historiographical study needs older works to trace development of ideas. What here is 
'outdated'? If Durham wants to be a research library for arts and humanities, it has to be 
prepared to keep all sorts of obscure things. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
With regard to disposing of books which have not been borrowed for many years, I once 
borrowed a book from the Cambridge University library which had never been borrowed 
since its acquisition in 1857.  No one had needed it in all that time, but I needed it in 2005! 
(Research postgraduate, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health) 
 
Please, please don't dispose of anything (except unborrowed duplicates). The serendipitous 
discovery of things is a key aspect of research and cannot be done via an e journal. 
Superseded editions are often vitally important for historiographical purposes. Books that 
have not been borrowed for many years may turn out to be very useful. The discovery that 
the library has something rare and unexpected (that may never have been borrowed) is the 
kind of thing that can save a huge amount of research time. 
(Staff, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health) 
 
As a historian disposal policy is very worrying. All current items once out of date become 
historical items so it is very hard to recommend which to junk. If secure and stable electronic 
(and exact copies, not html) copies exist of material, then the original can probably go as 
long as there is easy access to the hard copy elsewhere in the UK. Many of the other 
possibilities indicated above are not acceptable. Perhaps instead of wasting University 



money on architectural vanity projects on the Science Site, the University could think of ways 
to expand the Library or invest in ways to hold larger quantities of material. This may also 
increase the chance of making Durham Library stand out as a research resource. 
(Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
I have sought to be helpful in identifying categories of material which it would be acceptable 
to dispose of. But the library's fundamental ethos should be to retain printed material except 
where there is guaranteed access to the same material in Durham in some other form. I.e., 
books should never be disposed of simply because they are old or little used. In my discipline 
such works can become valuable at any time, and cannot always be obtained easily - or at 
all - from elsewhere. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
In many disciplines the material fashionably classed as 'outdated' today can become all the 
rage tomorrow - its relevance can be rediscovered. Supposedly superseded editions can 
offer insights not provided by more recent re-workings and can themselves become the 
object of scholarly investigation. Books that have not been borrowed for many years may 
belong to a minority discipline for which the research basis should not be lost, and which may 
experience a great resurgence of interest. A truly great university library must plan for 
centuries and must not be led by the fads of a decade. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
It is a dangerous policy. It might be tackled differently in some fields; but it is enough to look 
at how much care archaeologists on digs dedicate to tiles (tiles, from the roof) to see that we 
might want to give some care to books, even the most absurd-looking ones. It is a dangerous 
policy. It might be tackled differently in some fields; but it is enough to look at how much care 
archaeologists on digs dedicate to tiles (tiles, from the roof) to see that we might want to give 
some care to books, even the most absurd-looking ones. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
The Library needs to be expanded to create a world-class research environment. Outside 
surveys have regularly pointed to the fact that our library facilities show up badly as 
compared with similar institutions. We need more investment in the library, and expansion is 
an important part of that. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
The library should be a symbol of the preservation of knowledge; it would be barbaric to 
behave otherwise. It should be the glory of the university, and not treated in such a shabby, 
underfunded and paltry manner. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
The problems for the library here are recognized, but as much conservatism on this as 
possible is really important. And above all, no books should be removed without specific 
departmental consultation. In the arts earlier editions of books are often as valuable as (or 
more valuable!) than later editions. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
While selective disposal of material where quick and ready substitutes exist (e.g. online 
journals) has obvious merits, any substantial disposal of the printed (and indeed manuscript) 
collections would be fatal to Durham's research reputation. This is not what Princeton, 
Harvard, Oxford or Cambridge, or any university with real understanding of what 'shaping the 
future' entails, would contemplate. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
In a subject where the past is crucial getting rid of old material simply because it has not 
been used for a while is just not acceptable. If there was a guarantee that one of the 
copyright libraries would hold such material in perpetuity AND grant access then there might 
be some reason to discard of some material. (Staff, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health) 
 
 
 
8. Final comments 
 
Further comments were invited at the conclusion of the questionnaire and a number of 
academic staff took the opportunity to re-iterate their concerns about the relationship 
between the Library and institutional standing: 
 



 I would really like to see proper investment in the library.  More, better study space, 
especially around the journals.  Expansion is LONG overdue.  The DU library is easily the 
WORST library I have used when compared with equivalent institutions i.e. with hi9gh rated 
science departments.  The obsession with dumping journals and reducing coverage needs to 
stop and be reversed in DU wants departments like Chemistry to carry on being high rated.  
(Staff, Faculty of Science) 
 
We are not anything like in a situation to call ourselves the 'Princeton of Europe' until the 
Library is at least trebled in size, in terms of collections and electronic materials. (Staff, Faculty 
of Arts and Humanities) 
 
It is not possible to be a university library of international standard until there is electronic 
subscription to all high impact academic journals - My experience is that my previous 
universities: Cambridge, Stanford and St. Andrews, have a much better record in this regard. 
(Staff, Faculty of Social Sciences and Health) 
 
The Library service in Durham is EXCELLENT thanks to dedicated and talented staff. The 
library is a fundamental and indispensable resource for work in the Humanities and needs to 
be INVESTED IN if the university is serious about undergraduate and postgraduate 
recruitment and our research profile. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
 
The University should make the library its highest priority, not least because it is the area in 
which we consistently under-perform in league tables. Since library staff are excellent and 
committed, and since the collection as it stands is mostly quite good, it is crying shame that 
resources are being channelled elsewhere at the very moment when the University is 
seeking to raise its international profile. (Staff, Faculty of Arts and Humanities) 
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